
STUDENT SUPPLIES: 

paint brushes – small detail brush and 1” brush
jar, mug or cup to rinse and dip brushes into
gesso
assorted acrylic paint colors (my palette was made up of   
      oranges, greens, turquoises, pinks, white and yellows)
      coordinated/colored embossing powders (optional – if      
      you have them bring them)
embossing ink pad (optional – bring if you are bringing   
      embossing powders)
heat gun 
watercolor paint (the disk kind like the kids use)
liquid watercolors (we will not have time to use these in   
      class and are totally optional, if you have them bring    
      them and I can show you how easy they are to use   
      http://www.dickblick.com/products/blick-liquid-water  
      color/)
aleene’s tacky glue 
glossy or matte accents adhesive
GOLDEN regular gel matte (optional http://www.dickblick.
      com/products/golden-acrylic-gel-mediums/)
Modeling or molding paste
A book you don’t mind tearing up
6 spiral notebook pages
buttons (pull from your stash a handful or so of buttons that     
      coordinate with your color palette)
photos – (eleven 4”x 6” & six 2” x 3”) normally I say photos    
      optional, but because many of the pages incorporate the 
      photo into the designs I would say if you are not a “photo 
      bringer” and do not want to bring all the photos at least 
      bring 1 or 2 wallet sized (2”x3”) and 4”x6” 
Wire cutter
Needle nose pliers
Stapler or long arm stapler
Pop dots (5)
3 sheets of white 8.5 x 11 or 12 x 12 cardstock
1 sheet of your FAVORITE patterned paper
favorite word or quote stamps (optional)
download and print optional class text onto white or cream   
      colored cardstock
Stazon black and brown
Brown distressing stamp pads
Charcoal pencil or regular pencil
Cropadile
Assorted eyelets
Bling (optional)FA
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perception is everything.   what do you see when you look at me?
  
in a world of possibilities, imagine yourself as one.

together is where the heart sings the loudest.

good fortune and blessings shine brightest when shared with those you love.

life           change  grow  smile  believe share      forever
 
blessings        remember  moments  gifts   forever

family      imagine   inspire  discover  explore

love     together      today     embrace  search    happiness

play   live   experience  shine  
 
the best gifts are given without intention, they are simple and priceless, 

and mean more than any tangible mementos

today’s forever begins right now.

Smiles are proof of everyday miracles.      channel the spirit of self expression

follow your heart, believe in your dreams and create your own reality. 

witness the beauty that radiates from within your creative soul

embrace the passion that drives the artist within to create

believe in the goodness of simple pleasures and share them often with those you 

              love.

love comes from a place so deep it defies language

each day brings with it another chance to live in the moment 

embrace the everyday.

it is in your eyes I find happiness, it is in your heart I feel complete

you give me everyday delight.                       today, tomorrow and everyday.

the best of what I have learned, I have learned from you.

every second, every minute, every moment, every day. . .always you.
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